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Figure 1.1 Percentage SCE of All Immigrants
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involved were such that even during the 1870s more than 300,000 immi-
grants from SCE countries had come to the United States and by the end
of the 1880s nearly two million had. Furthermore, although remigration
was also common, SCE immigrant communities were clearly forming dur-
ing the 1880s. Still, the most striking point about the SCE immigration
is the short period during which the great majority of that immigration
occurred—67 percent of SCE immigrants arrived between 1901 and 1915.
After the outbreak of World War I, the immigration period we have in

mind was, in a real sense, over. Only one tenth of the total SCE immigra-
tion of 1871 to 1930 occurred after 1915. After 1914, there was not one
year in which SCE immigration flows reached the level of SCE arrivals
counted in every year between 1910 and 1914 (figure 1.3). There is no
mystery to this pattern. During the war years, little emigration was possible,
and then in the early 1920s, Congress passed severe restrictions on immi-
gration generally and on the SCE immigrants in particular. The pattern, of
course, differed slightly among groups; for example, 8 percent of the central
and eastern Europeans, and 14 percent of the Italians, arrived after 1915.
And, most exceptional, almost a third of the other southern Europeans
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Figure 1.2 SCE Immigrants (1871–1930) to Arrive in Each Period
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Note: For more detail by national origins see Perlmann (2001b, table 5).

Figure 1.3 Post-1914 SCE Immigration in Detail
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range of years, 1900 to 1914; the SCE second generation reflects this com-
pression, albeit in muted form (figure 1.4). Very few of the entire century’s
SCE second-generation members were born before 1890—1 percent in the
1870s and 3 percent more in the 1880s. Likewise, only 11 percent were
born in the last three decades (from 1941 to 1970) of the century under
consideration (from 1871 to 1970). Thus 85 percent of the SCE second
generation was born during the half-century between 1890 and 1940. Of
these, only 10 percent were born between 1931 and 1940, which means
that 75 percent were born during the forty years from 1891 to 1930. In-
deed, fully 40 percent were born during the fifteen years from 1911 to
1925, an echo, we might say, of the fifteen years of the mass immigration
between 1900 and 1914.
And just as the SCE comprised majorities (from 63 to 71 percent) of

the immigrants over the twenty years from 1896 to 1915, their children
comprised somewhat smaller majorities (from 52 to 61 percent) of the sec-
ond generations born between 1911 and 1935. The timing of family forma-
tion may have varied somewhat across groups, making it hard to find very
tight parallels in the relative size of the SCE group at the height of their
prevalence in first and second generations. Nevertheless, we might have

Figure 1.4 SCE Second-Generation Birth Cohorts
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gin should be available as potential spouses than were early in the immigra-
tion period.14

These three factors, then, distinguished the parents of the later second-
generation SCE cohorts: time of arrival, child immigrants, and marriage
with nonimmigrants. We can gauge just how much the parents of those
later second-generation cohorts differed by examining crucial birth cohorts
drawn from the 1940 census IPUMS dataset: 1921 to 1925, 1926 to 1930,
1931 to 1935 and 1936 to 1940. First, notice the sharp decline in the size
of the cohorts (figure 1.4). Those of 1921 to 1925 and 1926 to 1930 are
among the largest second-generation birth cohorts; the next two are very
much smaller, reflecting the timing of the immigration. However, even that
of 1936 to 1940 includes more than 400,000 members, meaning that social
scientists will always find enough sample members from the last cohorts—
but such sample members are nonetheless atypical. Next notice the sharp
rise in the percentage of mixed parentage among the second generation
members across the cohorts, especially those born after 1925 (figure 1.5).
And, finally, consider the composition of SCE second-generation birth co-
horts in terms of all three parental characteristics discussed: parents who
arrived after 1925, arrived as children, or married a native-born individual

Figure 1.5 SCE Second Generation with Native-Born Parent
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Note: For more ethnic detail see Perlmann (2001b, table 6).
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(figure 1.6). Even in the huge and mainstream cohorts of 1911 to 1920,
20 to 23 percent had a parent who had arrived as a child or had married a
native-born American. Thereafter, however, the relevant proportion with
these characteristics (or, in later cohorts, who had a parent that arrived after
1924), rises quickly: to 36 percent, 53 percent, 65 percent and 81 percent
in succeeding cohorts. Should we choose to focus only on conditions of
arrival—on immigrants who arrived as children or arrived after 1924—we
find that they comprised 14 to 15 percent in the 1910s, 23 percent and 36
percent in the two birth cohorts of the 1920s, and 48 percent and 64
percent in the two birth cohorts of the 1930s (including many NBMP in
figure 1.6).
Such compositional differences in turn influenced the behavior of the

cohort members. To appreciate the point, consider table 1.2, which pre-
sents the mean educational attainments of the SCE second generation, for

Figure 1.6 “Atypical” Among All SCE Second Generation Born
1911–1940
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Figure 1.7 Second-Generation Birth Cohorts, 1966–2000
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Note: Based on 5 percent samples of 1980 to 1990 and 6 percent sample of 2000 census.
Includes all U.S.-born children living with an immigrant parent. Three earliest cohorts were
drawn from 1980 census, fourth cohort from 1990 census, and the three most recent cohorts
from 2000 census.

the groups from the Americas (whom I classified as Mexican, Cuban, other
Caribbean, Central American, South American), the Mexican educational
attainments were also lowest, if only slightly lower than Central American.
Only about one in twenty of Mexican-immigrant parents were college grad-
uates, and only about half were high school graduates. Still, high school
graduation has become more common over time, climbing from 35 percent
for parents of the earliest-born second generation to 55 percent for parents
of the most-recent-born.
The Mexican families are also at the bottom in terms of total family

income—well below the average for Asian or for European and Canadian
immigrant families, and somewhat below that for Central and South
Americans. The income comparisons among immigrants from the Americas
are made more complex because they are greatly affected by whether a family
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These many influences operate in contradictory directions, some tending
to raise and others to lower the prevalence of mixed parentage in the second
generation. The result is a complex pattern that varies across group and
within group across time. Among the Mexican second generation born
since the mid-1960s, the proportion with two foreign-born parents has
risen steadily from 48 percent to 74 percent between 1966 to 1970 and
1996 to 2000 (figure 1.8).
In the other families, with an American-born parent, marriages tend to

be mixed only in terms of generation, not ethnicity: the large majority of
these American-born parents themselves claimed Mexican ancestry. Note
too that panethnicity is of trivial significance for the Mexican marriage pat-

Figure 1.8 Second-Generation Children with Two Foreign-Born Parents,
Selected Groups
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Table 1.1 Overview of Immigration to United States, 1899–1924

Immigration

Percentage for
Subtotals

Net of
Return

Number Migration
(000s) All (Estimate)

Group (by Race or People) a b c

SCE groups
SCEN (SCE, non-Jews) 9074 52 44
Central and eastern European
Polish 1483
All other central and eastern European 2795

Southern European
Italian 3821
All other southern Europeans 975

Jews from central and eastern Europe (Hebrews) 1838 11 14

Non-SCE groups 6379 37 42
German, Northwestern Europe, Canada
German 1317
British 984
Irish 809
Scandinavian 956
Canada (Anglo and French) 825
All other 364

All other: immigrants not from Europe or Canada
Mexican 447
All other 677

Total 17291 100 100

Source: Archdeacon (1983), table V-3 (see also Ferenczi 1929, tables 13 and 19).
Note: The United States Commissioner of Immigration reported immigrant arrivals by “race
or people” beginning in 1899. The following races or peoples are included in the SCEN
subcategory “all other central and eastern Europe”: Russian, Slovak, Croatian/Slovenian,
Magyar, Ruthenian, Lithuanian, Finnish, Bohemian/Moravian, Rumanian, Dalmatian/Bos-
nian/Herzogovinian, and Bulgarian/Serbian/Montenegrin; the SCEN subcategory “all other
southern Europe” includes: Greek, Armenian, Portuguese, Spanish, and Turkish. Hebrews
included Jews from any country, but the overwhelming majority in this period were born
in central or eastern Europe. See Perlmann (2001) for more detail by immigrant group.
The total net of return migration (000s) is estimated at 12309 (or 71 percent of total immigra-
tion), of which net SCEN immigration is estimated at 5379. Archdeacon’s estimate for totals
net of return migration is: (col. c) = (col a) × (1 − r/v) where r = average annual return mi-
gration 1908 to 1924 (years for which the data are available) and v = the average annual
immigration (1899 to 1924).
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Table 1.2 Educational Attainment for Selected Second-Generation
SCE Groups

Percentage of Mean Grades
Second Generation of Education

Group Cohort NBFP NBMP Total NBFP NBMP

Men
SCE 1916–1925 81 19 100 11.14 11.57

1926–1935 63 37 100 12.03 12.32
Italians 1916–1925 82 18 100 10.64 11.12

1926–1935 64 36 100 11.37 11.79
Poles 1916–1925 84 16 100 10.75 10.99

1926–1935 67 33 100 11.94 12.11
Other C + E 1916–1925 79 21 100 11.31 11.85
Europe 1926–1935 61 39 100 12.24 12.64

Women
SCE 1916–1925 81 19 100 10.63 11.24

1926–1935 65 35 100 11.52 11.76
Italians 1916–1925 81 19 100 10.18 10.80

1926–1935 66 34 100 11.06 11.45
Poles 1916–1925 83 17 100 10.31 10.69

1926–1935 67 33 100 11.51 11.70
Other C + E 1916–1925 79 21 100 10.84 11.64
Europe 1926–1935 62 38 100 11.76 11.93

Source: IPUMS dataset, 1960 census.
Note: NBFP: native born of foreign parentage (that is, two foreign-born parents).
NBMP: native born of mixed parentage (that is, one foreign-born parent).

the group as a whole, and separately for Italians, Poles, and other central
and eastern Europeans. The table shows the attainments of two birth co-
horts, 1916 to 1925 and 1926 to 1935; the attainments of all groups were
higher in the later birth cohort. But it is also true that in every case the
attainments of the second generation of mixed parentage were higher than
the attainments of those of foreign parentage. And the percentage of the
mixed parentage was greater in every case in the later cohort. Thus, when
one examines the educational attainment for any group’s entire second gen-
eration, the rise in educational attainment across time is partly due to the
changing proportion of the two types of second-generation members, not
to a rise in the mean educational level of each subgroup.15

The implications for past-present comparisons are crucial. If one asks
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Table 1.3 Ages of SCE Second-Generation Cohorts

1891– 1896– 1901– 1906– 1911– 1916– 1921– 1926–
Cohort 1895 1900 1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 1930 Total

Number in SCE (000s) 400 527 720 1117 1582 1658 1536 1183 8723

Proportion of all cohorts 5 6 8 13 18 19 18 14 100

Age at
Start of Great Depression
(circa 1930) 35 to 39 30 to 34 25 to 29 20 to 24 15 to 19 10 to 14 5 to 9 0 to 4 0 to 39

America enters World
War II (1941) 46 to 50 41 to 45 36 to 40 31 to 35 26 to 30 21 to 25 16 to 20 11 to 15 11 to 50

End of World War II
(1945) 50 to 54 45 to 49 40 to 44 35 to 39 30 to 34 25 to 29 20 to 24 15 to 19 15 to 54

Near end of the postwar
growth period (1970) 75 to 79 70 to 74 65 to 69 60 to 64 55 to 59 50 to 54 45 to 49 40 to 45 40 to 79

Source: IPUMS datasets, 1910 through 1920, 1940 through 1970 censuses.
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1965, and again after 1986. Were they to change yet again in the next
decade, no careful observer would be astonished. Table 1.4 shows the size
of the Mexican-born population since the census of 1900.
The history of Mexican migrant movements could not be more different

from the history of the SCEN immigrations. The SCEN came during a
narrow band of years, and the border authorities registered their arrival
with reasonable accuracy; the Mexican American population draws in some
relatively small part from pre-conquest ancestors, and then from a migra-
tion that has been growing since 1910, with only a few breaks other than
the Great Depression years. Moreover, many early Mexican immigrants
crossed a relatively informal border and since 1965 great numbers have
come as undocumented migrants, with many of them eventually returning
to Mexico. Thus the figures on decennial documented immigration must
be seen in a much wider context for the Mexicans than for the SCEN, and
the number of Mexican-born living in the United States at any given census
year includes, as it does for the SCEN, a large number who would remi-
grate.
The generational composition of the American-born population of Mexi-

can origin is difficult to specify because of this long and partly undocu-
mented historical movement. Fortunately, we need not disentangle all these
origins; for our purposes—mostly to compare the contemporary Mexican
second generation to the contemporary Mexican third or later generation—
the information in table 1.5 will provide enough background. In the 2000
census, 62 percent of all Mexican-origin individuals had been born in the
United States (panel 1). Given the huge recent immigrations, this propor-

Table 1.4 Mexican-Born Population

Year Population (000s)

1900 103
1910 222
1920 486
1930 617
1940 377
1950 454
1960 576
1970 759
1980 2199
1990 4298
2000 8771

Source: Bean and Stevens (2003, 54).
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Table 1.5 Generational Standing of Mexican-Origin Population in 2000

Percentage
Each Age Group

Generational Standing All Ages 25–34 55–64

1) All persons of Mexican origin
U.S. born 38 39 49
Mexican born 62 61 51
Total 100 100 100

2) U.S.-born persons of Mexican origin
Two parents born in Mexico 22 15
One parent born in Mexico 16 21
Both parents born in United States 62 64
One to four grandparents born in Mexico 32
No grandparents born in Mexico 30

Total 100 100

Source: IPUMS dataset, 2000 census (for panel 1); CPS 1998–2001 and CPS, October
1979 (for italicized cells in panel 2).
Note: The 1979 CPS data on birthplace, parental birthplaces and ancestry was used as
follows. 1. To identify children, four to thirteen years of age, native born of native parentage
(NBNP), with a parent reporting Mexican ancestry. 2. To determine the proportion of this
group with a Mexican-born grandparent (from the survey data on the children’s parents,
which includes their own parents’ birthplaces). The proportion in number 2 was applied to
the respondents twenty-five to thirty-four years of age, NBNP, reporting Mexican origin in
the 1998 to 2001 CPS datasets.

tion is no surprise. And, given the likelihood that immigrants will be young,
it is no surprise either to see that the proportion Mexican-born is somewhat
smaller among older individuals.
The table also tells us something about the more distant origins of the

U.S.-born who claimed Mexican origin, and here the results are less familiar
(panel 2). Both younger and older adults show roughly the same propor-
tions in the second generation and in the third-or-later generations—a solid
majority, just over three fifths are in the third or later generational group.
And most intriguing, we can further divide the younger cohort of third-or-
later generation adults into third-generation members and fourth-or-later-
generation members. The information comes from a Current Population
Survey (CPS) from 1979, when this young-adult cohort were still children
living with their own parents (Hicks 1997). That CPS reports the birth-
place, parental birthplaces, and ancestry of those parents. Since the informa-
tion on those parents extends back three generations, the information on
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Table 1.6 Immigrants and Second Generation in 2000

Immigrants Arrived Since 1968, Second Generation,
Born 1936 to 1985 Born 1966 to 2000

Place of Origin Percentage Percentage

Mexico 32 34
Caribbean 9 8
Central America 7 6
South America 6 5
China 4 3
Philippines 5 3
Other Asia 17 14
Europe 12 19
Canada 2 3
Other 4 5
Total 100 100

Source: IPUMS datasets, 1980 to 2000 census.
Note: Second generation, U.S.-born children living with an immigrant parent. Origins of
1991 to 2000 birth cohort: Mexican, 39 percent; European 13 percent.

that born between 1966 and 1970; the comparable increase for all other
groups is 2.4. In fact, a result of this great growth is that in the youngest
of these birth cohorts, the total number with Mexican origins—of whatever
generation—actually exceeds the number identified as non-Hispanic black—
making the Mexicans alone (as opposed to all Hispanics) the largest Ameri-
can group counted as a minority for that birth cohort.19

Socioeconomic Condition near the Bottom The Mexican Ameri-
cans are near the bottom of all immigrant groups in terms of well-being.
The economic situation of the Mexican immigrants and their children,
however, is by no means as unique as the magnitude of that immigration.
Several other major groups, notably those from the Caribbean or Central
America, are not so very different in educational background or in earnings.
Nevertheless, it is the combination of a giant immigration, a long common
border and the economic position near, if not always at, the bottom that
uniquely characterizes the Mexicans.
A convenient way to highlight their economic situation is to focus on

immigrant parents of American-born children born since 1966, a particu-
larly important group for our purposes, which I can briefly summarize (not
shown in tables). The Mexican parents had lower levels of educational at-
tainment than their Asian, European, or African counterparts; and among
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terns (table 1.7). It may be stronger for smaller immigrant groups or per-
haps among Mexicans outside the southwest or among later-generation
Mexicans in the United States; but among Mexican immigrants nationally
it plays little role in spousal selection.
With this context in mind, the falling rate of mixed parentage in the

Mexican American second generation between the 1966 to 1970 period
and the 1996 to 2000 period makes sense. The early prevalence of the
mixed origins is probably explained by the long history of immigration
that created second-, third-, and later-generation communities of Mexican
Americans from among whom new arrivals from Mexico might choose a
spouse. By contrast, by 2000 the number of recent arrivals was much larger
relative to the later-generation members than it had been in 1970, making
the choice of a spouse from among the immigrant group more likely than
earlier. These factors seem to have produced a similar, if more muted, pat-
tern among the Chinese, while declining numbers of arrivals in the most
recent years seem to have created a reverse pattern among the Puerto Ricans
(figure 1.8). A radically different pattern can be seen in the smaller-scale
and culturally less distinct Canadian immigration: among the second gener-
ation the mixed component never comprised less than 84 percent of the
group.

Table 1.7 Origins of Native-Born Children with a Mexican Parent
(Two-Parent Families Only)

Percentage

1966– 1971– 1976– 1981– 1986– 1991– 1996–
Other Parent 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

U.S. born
No Hispanic
ancestry 11 9 10 9 8 7 7
Hispanic (but not
Mexican) ancestry 2 2 2 3 3 3 3
Mexican ancestry 39 32 28 22 16 14 16
Subtotal: 52 43 40 34 27 24 26

Foreign born
Other country 3 4 4 4 3 3 3
Mexico 45 53 56 62 70 73 71

All origins 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Source: IPUMS datasets, 1980 to 2000 censuses.
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Figure 2.1 Wage Inequality, 1940 to 1995
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Note: Inequality is measured here by the ratio of wages for workers at the 90th to the 10th
percentile of wage workers (full-time adult male nonagricultural workers included).

weight to place on each source of the contemporary rise in wage inequality,
but those sources do seem to be related to the greater productivity of more
educated workers, at least partly in turn because more educated workers
can manipulate technology more fully. At the same time, the declining
relative wages to low-skilled work reflects downward wage pressure from
globalization—the competition of foreign production at lower wage scales.
Probably contributing as well are the decline of union power and the rise
in numbers of low-skilled immigrant workers.5

Finally, it is helpful to bear in mind that the great swings in American
wage inequality are related to the changes in real wages over time, but in
complex ways. Generally speaking, workers in later decades of the twentieth
century earned more than those in earlier decades, even after adjusting for
inflation (Goldin 2000); but the rapidity of the rise in real wages within
each portion of the wage hierarchy is what determines the degree of wage
inequality at any one time. Wage compressions reflect the fact that the big
transformations before 1970 meant that wages were increasing during those
transformations more rapidly in the lower than in the upper part of the
wage hierarchy. Recent increases in wage inequality mean that real wages
are increasing less rapidly, or are declining, in the lower part of the hier-
archy.
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Figure 2.2 Ethnic Wage Ratios, Estimated and Observed 1910 to 2000
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relative skill-levels and years of experience are unlikely past that age. Be-
cause the SCEN immigration had been much diminished since 1915 and
was almost nonexistent since 1925, the great majority of these SCEN work-
ers had been in the United States for at least twenty-five years. Whatever
mastery of the new environment they would achieve, they probably had
done by 1940. Reasons for changes in relative wage levels between 1940
and 1950 must lie elsewhere.
Could these reasons be found in lingering effects of the Great Depression

in the 1940 evidence? At first sight, it might seem so: the SCEN were more
concentrated in factory jobs and if wages in these jobs rebounded more
slowly than in higher-skill jobs, the 1940 to 1950 rise in the ethnic wage
ratio might simply reflect that slower rebound.7 But stimulated by just such
concerns, Goldin and her colleagues intensively explored the possibility that
the wage structure reflected in the 1940 census was a product of Great De-
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possibility that today’s greater benefits might be enough to pay off the greater
costs. In any case, there is a more fundamental point about the past and
present costs of educating the second generation that needs to be appreci-
ated.
Expressed in constant dollars (dollars adjusted for cost of living) wages

have grown dramatically over much of the twentieth century. Figure 2.3
shows the mean wage in constant dollars of the immigrant male cohorts we
have been examining throughout the chapter. The SCEN improved their
lot considerably over the life span, while the Mexicans’ mean wage (in con-
stant dollars) has fallen notably since 1970. This recent decline is not, of
course, limited to Mexicans or even to low-skill workers, but is part of
the deterioration affecting most groups below the top fifth of the income
distribution. However, for us the crucial point is that, notwithstanding this
important recent decline, the actual level of wages even in 2000 is far higher
than it was in the early days of the twentieth century. Indeed, the real wage
of the young Mexican immigrants of 2000 stands at about three times that
of the young SCEN immigrants of 1910.
There is nothing numerically incompatible about this result and the

gloomier assessments derived from the ethnic wage ratio: the native whites
have also greatly improved their wages in constant dollars during the cen-

Figure 2.3 Real Wages of Immigrant Male Cohorts: SCEN and Mexican
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Bureau of Labor Statistics (2005).
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Table 2.1 Occupations over a Century: Native Whites and Immigrants

A. SCEN and Native Whites: Men in 1910 and 1940

25 to 34
in 1910

25 to 34 35 to 44 55 to 64
NW SCENin 1910 in 1920 in 1940
Excl. Farming

Strata NW Strata NW NWSCEN SCEN SCEN

Professional 4 1 7 1 5 0 6 2
Farmer 21 2 25 5 24 7
Managers, officials,
and proprietors 8 5 12 6 11 9 13 11
Clerical and sales 12 2 18 2 11 3 11 4
Skilled 16 13 24 14 19 20 18 18
Semiskilled 15 28 21 29 12 26 10 23
Service 3 4 5 5 3 5 6 9
Farm laborer 11 3 4 2 4 2
Other unskilled 9 41 13 44 8 27 10 24
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Subtotal: low skill 37 77 39 78 27 60 29 58

B. Mexicans and Native Whites: Men in 1970 and 2000

25 to 34

55 to 64

25 to 34
in 1970

in 2000

in 2000

Mexicans
in U.S.,
30 Years

Strata NW Mexicans NW and Older NW Mexicans

Professional 20 5 22 5 22 3
Farmer 2 0 2 1 1 1
Managers, officials,
and proprietors 10 3 17 6 13 4
Clerical and sales 14 6 15 6 14 6
Skilled 25 21 19 21 21 23
Semiskilled 19 33 14 25 14 24
Service 5 9 7 14 9 15
Farm laborer 1 12 0 8 0 6
Other unskilled 5 12 4 13 6 19
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100
Subtotal: low skill 30 65 26 60 29 64

Source: IPUMS datasets 1910, 1920, 1940, 1970, and 2000 censuses.
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Table 2.2 Ethnic Wage Ratios for Immigrants When Second Generation at
Age Fifteen

Wage Ratios
Second for Years in b

Second Generation Wage Ratios
Generation at Age Census Men (from Midpoint
Birth Cohorts Fifteen Years of Age Figure 2.2) Estimates
a b c d e f

1896–1905 1911–1920 1910 35–54 0.58} 0.63
1920 35–54 0.67

1906–1915 1921–1930 1920 35–44 0.67} 0.69
1940 55–64 0.71

1916–1925 1931–1940 1920 25–34 0.73} 0.72
1940 45–54 0.71

1966–1975 1981–1990 1980 35–54 0.61} 0.60
1990 35–54 0.59

Source: IPUMS datasets for 1910 to 1920, 1940 to 2000 censuses.
Note: Column e: ethnic wage ratios are means of ratios shown in figure 2.2—for most cells,
a mean for 2 or 3 decennial age cohorts. Also, ratios from 1910 and 1920 are means of
minimum and maximum estimates given in figure 2.2. Ratios for the 1980 and 1990 Mexi-
cans in column e do not derive from figure 2.2; they were calculated here for Mexican men
who had arrived by 1970.

these differences are fairly modest: only 3 to 9 percentage points separate
the relevant SCEN and Mexican ratios (column f). Moreover, the youngest
of the three relevant SCEN cohorts all reached age fifteen during the decade
of the Great Depression, the impact of which is hard to factor in to this
perspective based on wage ratios at specific times. Indeed, the depression
also catches the middle SCEN cohort at ages fifteen through twenty-four.
Finally, the postwar expansion of the economy, and the relative gains of

those in the lower half of the wage distribution during those years, probably
came too late to effect the first-generation context in which the children of
the next generation grew up. However, the two younger cohorts of the next
generation were young enough to have enjoyed the effects of that expansion
directly when they were adults themselves, having been between twenty-five
and forty-four in 1950. Just as the perspective on the economic situation of
families of origin does not capture the disadvantages of passing through a
decade of depression, it does not capture the advantages of the postwar
growth.
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Figure 3.1 Men’s Education: Immigrants Versus Natives
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Source: IPUMS datasets for 1940 to 1970.
Note: Data on attainment are unavailable before 1940, and for some cohorts much larger
samples are available from 1960 to 1970 than from 1940 to 1950. So education data for
the birth cohorts 1876 to 1885, 1886 to 1905, 1906 to 1925, and 1926 to 1945 were
drawn when respondents were respectively fifty-five to sixty-four, forty-five to sixty-four,
twenty-five to forty-four and twenty-five to thirty-four years of age. This selection method
introduces a source of distortion because responses about eduational attainment tend to rise
modestly with age.

migrant parents (figure 3.2, again shown for men and similar for women).
The educational attainment of the second-generation SCEN appears very
similar indeed to the educational attainment of the children of native
whites; and in fact, by the 1930s, when the 1916 to 1925 birth cohort was
reaching high school, the SCEN second generation erased the educational
gap between themselves and the native whites of native parentage (NWNP).
By contrast, that era’s Mexican second generation continued to lag far be-
hind other groups in schooling. A small part of this difference between the
SCEN and the Mexicans of the early twentieth century is due to the differ-
ence between educational standards in northern urban areas and southwest-
ern rural areas, especially for the families of agricultural workers.6 But most
of the deficit in Mexican schooling must be explained in other terms.
Whatever the animosity towards the SCEN children by the natives of the
Northeast, discrimination against Mexicans in the Southwest was incompa-
rably more institutionalized, and hence systematic. Indeed, as I have already
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Figure 3.2 Men’s Education: Second Generation Versus Natives
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Source: IPUMS datasets for 1940 to 1970.

stressed, Mexican American schooling in that era and region should not be
thought of in the context of schooling for immigrants in the North, but in
the context of schooling for blacks in the South (Grebler, Moore, and Guz-
man 1970, 155–8; Cortes 1980, 709; Olneck and Lazerson 1980, 313–14).
We are sure to find that Mexican American educational attainment today

is far closer to that of other Americans than it was in 1930. But this conclu-
sion will take us only so far; for if the starting point is a Mexican educa-
tional handicap similar to the one Southern blacks carried in 1930, it will
hardly suffice to say that there has been improvement since then. If our
question is whether the Mexican second generation of today is joining the
mainstream, we need a more meaningful measure of educational progress.
And that measure is to compare educational attainments among today’s
young second-generation Mexican American adults to those of their earlier
SCEN counterparts—in each case relative to native-white groups.
In other words, we now turn the method we have just used to compare

the relative well-being of immigrant fathers to the education of the next
generation. Earlier we compared immigrants to native whites. Here we
would ideally compare the children of immigrants to those of native whites.
We can do so for the earlier period, when the SCEN second generation are
compared to the children of native whites, the native whites of native par-
entage (NWNP). However, because the 2000 census does not include infor-
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ethnic attainments—in this case, mean grades of schooling completed. How-
ever, in studies of schooling such a ratio would be quite unfamiliar, and for
good reason—given the narrower distribution of years of schooling than of
dollars of earnings, as well as the income advantages of an additional year
of college compared to an additional year of high school. Instead, I rely
here on the standardized difference in mean grades of schooling completed.
First, the differences between the second generation and the native-white
group are computed, in terms of mean grades of education completed, after
controlling for region, metro status, and age. The ethnic difference in means
is then divided by the standard deviation of grades of schooling completed
for the entire birth cohort.
We can pause a moment to return to the contrast we first explored,

between Mexicans then and now (figures 3.3 and 3.4). The Mexican second

Figure 3.3 First- to Second-Generation Catch-Up: SCEN and Mexican Men
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Source: IPUMS datasets for 1940 to 1970, and 2000 censuses.
Note: See note to figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 First- to Second-Generation Catch-Up: SCEN and Mexican
Women
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Source: IPUMS datasets for 1940 to 1970, and 2000 censuses.
Notes: Birth cohorts shown together are thirty years apart, approximating first and second
generations. Standardized ethnic difference in educational attainment: grade of schooling
attained was regressed on ethnic dummy variables, age (continuous var.), region, and metro
status. Coefficient on ethnic dummy variable for SCEN (or Mexican) is ethnic difference in
mean education. The coefficient was then divided by the standard deviation for grades of
schooling completed in the male or female birth cohort. The 1936 to 1945 Mexican cohort:
see note to figure 3.1 on censuses used for each cohort. However, for figures 3.3 and 3.4,
the data for the 1936 to 1945 birth cohort were drawn from the 2000 (rather than 1970)
census—so that all the evidence on recent Mexican cohorts comes from Census 2000. Based
on the 1970 data, the 1936 to 1945 Mexican immigrant columns (male and female) would
be about half a standard deviation lower than shown above, but still well above the earlier
SCEN immigrant levels. (On discontinuities in education data across recent censuses, see
also appendix and Mare 1995.) Also for comparability with later Mexican cohorts, the 1936
to 1945 immigrant cohort was not limited to Mexicans resident in the United States since
1970 because most parents of the second-generation members probably were. Imposing that
limitation would reduce the standardized difference to 1.91 and 1.85 for men and women
respectively.
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Figure 3.5 Educational Attainment in 2000: Men 25 to 34, by Origin
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Source: IPUMS datasets for 2000 census and 1998 to 2001 CPS datasets.
Note: See note to figure 3.6.

Also, the true (unmixed) Mexican second generation probably enjoys
somewhat higher high school graduation rates (whether adjusted or ob-
served) than the 1.53 group proxy does. Nevertheless, this consideration is
but a small source for optimism; the CPS datasets, in which we can identify
the true group, shows quite similar dropout rates for the same cohorts (ap-
pendix table A.10). Among men, for example, the CPS figures are: native
whites 7 percent, native blacks 10 percent and Mexican second generation
23 percent; a reasonable guess is that at least one in four (perhaps 25 per-
cent to 28 percent) of the true Mexican second-generation men in the cen-
sus sample did not complete high school.13 The rates for the U.S. born of
Mexican origin fall about midway between those for blacks and the Mexi-
can 1.53 group. I discussed the issue of interpreting patterns such as these
at the beginning of the chapter and will return to them again later.
The crucial issue for the Mexican 1.53 group, compared to blacks in par-
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Figure 3.6 Educational Attainment in 2000: Women 25 to 34, by Origin
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Source: IPUMS datasets for 2000 census and 1998 to 2001 CPS datasets (for adjustment to
census data described below).
Note: Based on adjusted educational attainments. Unadjusted figures would reveal higher
rates of high school dropout for Mexican 1.53 group. See text and appendix. NW = native
white; NBlk = native black; N Mex. orig. = U.S.-born reporting Mexican origin; Mex.
1.53 = Mexican 1.53 group. For group definitions see table A.4.

ticular, concerns high school dropout rates. If we limit attention to the group
that receives a high school diploma—the large majority in every group—the
Mexicans differ little from the blacks in attainment (figures 3.7 and 3.8). In
particular, about equal proportions of Mexican 1.53 group and black male
high school graduates go on to graduate from four-year colleges; among
women there is but a modest difference. Indeed, the striking difference among
high school graduates is not between Mexicans and all others but between
Mexicans and blacks on the one hand and native whites on the other.
If more Mexican Americans graduated from high school, some of that

additional number would also surely continue through college. However, it
is important to remember that most young people today—including nearly
two-thirds of native whites—do not complete a four-year college. More-
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Figure 3.7 Educational Attainment of High School Graduates in 2000:
Men 25 to 34, by Origin
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Source: IPUMS datasets for 2000 census and 1998 to 2001 CPS datasets (for adjustment to
census data described below).
Note: Based on adjusted educational attainments. Unadjusted figures would reveal higher
rates of high school dropout for Mexican 1.53 group. See text and appendix. NW = native
white; NBlk = native black; N Mex. orig. = U.S.-born reporting Mexican origin; Mex.
1.53 = Mexican 1.53 group. For group definitions see table A.4.

over, for all the importance of collegiate education, simply completing high
school does matter in America. Quite apart from what greater mastery of
literacy means for political participation in a republic, and for general mas-
tery over the environment, secondary school completion does matter in the
job market, a theme we will take up in the next chapter. Some might argue
that the payoffs to high school completion may be important to native
whites but not to Mexican Americans. Mexican American dropouts, espe-
cially the men, might thus be making choices about the education they
need for the job market based on an awareness of discriminatory patterns
in hiring or of the jobs most readily available to them through ethnic net-
works. We will return to this issue at the end of the next chapter, when
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Figure 3.8 Educational Attainment of High School Graduates in 2000:
Women 25 to 34, by Origin
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Source and note: See figure 3.6.

discussing income returns to schooling. Suffice it to say here that there is a
wide range of jobs for which a high school diploma still helps.
The Polish and Italian men of the earlier second generation also tended

to leave school earlier than the sons of the native whites of their time. In
this sense, the Mexican Americans of today do resemble those groups. But
as we saw earlier, the pattern of early school leaving is more extreme in
relative terms today than it was, at least among the men. And even if the
pattern of early school leaving were not more extreme, its implications for
work today may well be more so than before.

Dropout Rates in Context

Elevated high school dropout rates are a serious warning sign that upward
mobility in future years may well be restricted for the group. For this rea-
son, Mexican American dropout rates should bring to mind the warnings
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Table 3.1 Educational Attainment Among Selected Cohorts Circa 2000

Years of Schooling Completed
(Group Means)

Cohort Born Cohort Born
Selected Origin Groups 1936 to 1945 1966 to 1975

Men
Mexican
Immigrants 7.21 9.35
Second generation 11.10 12.47
Third+ generation 10.55 12.52

Others
NWNP 13.37 13.65
NBlkNP 11.73 12.78

All in cohort 13.04 13.19

Women
Mexican
Immigrants 6.43 9.63
Second generation 10.41 12.68
Third+ generation 10.57 12.52

Others
NWNP 12.91 13.84
NBlkNP 12.09 12.97

All in cohort 12.53 13.42

Rearranging the crucial figures for greater conceptual clarity (men only)

Preceding Generation
(Born 1936 to 1945) Produces Current Generation

Immigrant → Second generation7.21 12.47

Second generation → Third or later generation 12.52
11.10}Third and later generation 10.55

Source: 1998 to 2001 CPS datasets.
Note: Immigrant = Mexican-born; second generation = U.S.-born, to a Mexican-born par-
ent; third+ generation = U.S.-born to two U.S.-born parents, Mexican origin reported;
NWNP = native white of native parentage, no Mexican origins; NBlkNP = native black of
native parentage, no Mexican origins; All in birth cohort: includes also groups not shown.
The standard deviation for years of education: older men 3.51, older women 3.07; younger
men 2.77, younger women 2.68.
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Table 3.2 Immigrant Generation’s Wages and Second-Generation Schooling

Immigrant Wage Handicap

Immigrants’ Wage Next Generation’s
Difference from NW Standard Deviation Handicap in Handicap, in

in Logged of Logged Standard Deviations Educational Attainment
Weekly Wages Weekly Wages (Column a/Column b) Expressed in

a b c Standard Deviations

Immigrant Birth Cohorts, Earlier Later Earlier Later Earlier Later Handicap
Observed in Census Years Year Year Year Year Year Year Cohort d

SCEN 1866–1875
in 1910 and 1920 0.54 0.40 0.95 0.73 0.57 0.55 1896–1905 0.39

SCEN 1876–1885
in 1920 and 1940 0.40 0.34 0.67 0.68 0.59 0.50 1906–1915 0.35

SCEN 1886–1895
in 1920 and 1940 0.31 0.34 0.63 0.64 0.49 0.53 1916–1925 0.18

Mexican 1936–1945
in 1980 and 1990 0.50 0.53 0.66 0.67 0.76 0.80 1966–1975 0.69

Source: IPUMS datasets for 1910 to 1920 and 1940 to 2000 censuses.
Notes: Column a: See notes to table 2.2. Ratios there are presented as log point differences here. Column b: Standard deviations for 1910 and
1920 were estimated from the occupational wage for that year modified by the following ratio observed in the 1940 census data: [standard
deviation of the individual-level wage]/[standard deviation of the occupational wage]. On occupational wage see appendix.



Table 3.3 Levels of Schooling: Selected Groups and Cohorts

Odds Ratios:
SCEN/NWNP

Percentage
Then Cohort Education Sex Ethnic Groups Graduating Observed With Controls

1896 to 1905 High school Men NWNP 28
SCEN second
generation 18 0.56 0.43

Women NWNP 35
SCEN second
generation 15 0.33 0.23

Odds Ratios:
Mexican 1.53/NW

Percentage
Now Cohort Education Sex Ethnic Groups Graduating Observed With Controls

1966 to 1975 College Men NW 30
Mexican 1.53 9 0.23 0.20

Women NW 33
Mexican 1.53 12 0.28 0.23

Source: IPUMS datasets for 1950 to 1960 and 2000 censuses.
Note: Odds ratios show the odds that an SCEN (or Mexican) second-generation member completed the school level relative to the odds that a
person in the native-white comparison group (NWNP then or NW now) did so. The “observed” odds ratio summarizes the percentages at left;
for example: (.09/(1.00–.09)/(.30/(1–.30) = .23. The odds ratio “with controls” is the exponentiated logit regression coefficient from a model that
includes age (continuous var.), region, and metro status.
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Table 3.4 Young Mothers, Single or With Spouse, in 2000

Mothers

No Spouse Spouse Not
Age Group Present Present Mothers Total

15 to 19 Mexicans
Immigrants 3% 9% 88% 100%
1.56 group 2 3 94 100
1.53 group 4 4 92 100
U.S. born 4 3 92 100

Non-Mexican
NW 2 1 97 100
NBlk 7 0 93 100

20 to 24 Mexicans
Immigrants 6% 34% 59% 100%
1.56 group 9 31 59 100
1.53 group 12 25 64 100
U.S. born 15 19 67 100

Non-Mexican
NW 8 14 78 100
NBlk 29 7 64 100

Source: IPUMS dataset, 2000 census.
Note: See table A.4 for group definitions.

group are raising children; but the odds of raising those children without a
spouse present are almost nine times as high among blacks as they are
among Mexicans.

Labor Force Attachment I classify the men of each group first in
terms of whether they are employed full-time; if not, by whether they are
in school; and if not, by whether they are working part-time (table 3.5).
This classification scheme is crude but it has the advantage of highlighting
the full-time workers and those not working (or in school) at all. It reveals
that notably more native whites than blacks are full-time workers (54 per-
cent versus 39 percent; see table 3.5); and notably more native blacks than
whites are neither in school nor working even part-time (28 percent versus
11 percent). By contrast, the Mexican Americans are more likely to be
working full-time than either whites or blacks (63 percent) and the propor-
tion neither at school or work is about the same as among native whites (12
percent). The distinctive Mexican American feature is the low proportion in
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Table 3.5 Work Status: Men, 20 to 24, in 2000

Percentage

Not Full-Time

Not in School

Full- In Working Not
Group Time School Part-Time Working Total

Mexican
Immigrants 55 5 23 16 100
1.56 group 53 12 23 12 100
1.53 group 53 17 19 11 100
U.S. born 48 20 21 11 100

Non-Mexican
NW 48 28 18 6 100
NBlk 32 22 25 21 100

Source: IPUMS dataset, 2000 census.

school; indeed, their higher than native-white full-time employment rate is
the result of the school enrollment.
I classified women’s work status in the same way as men’s, but distin-

guished mothers among all women without work (table 3.6). Generally, of
course, fewer women work full-time than men; the exception is blacks,
among whom about the same proportion of each work full-time. This pat-
tern is the flip side of the relatively low proportion of black men working
full-time and the relatively low rate of married black women. By contrast,
what most distinguishes women in the Mexican 1.53 group, like men, is a
notably lower proportion in school.14

Institutionalized and Missing Men Among all groups, some young
people are institutionalized, typically not by choice, and most notably in
prisons. In every group, the proportion of young men who are institutional-
ized vastly exceeds that of women; indeed, the percentage of women who
are institutionalized rounds to 0 percent in every group except blacks, and
to only 1 percent among blacks (table 3.7a). Among young men, typically
1 to 2 percent are institutionalized. However, 8 percent of U.S.-born of
Mexican origin and 13 percent of native blacks are in institutions. As usual,
because the census does not specify parental birthplace, we cannot isolate
the second generation from the third or later generation among the U.S.-
born of Mexican origin. Other evidence, however, strongly suggests that
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Table 3.6 Work Status: Women, 20 to 24, in 2000

Percentage

Not Full-Time

Not in School

Not Working
Full- In Working

Group Time School Part-Time Mother Other Total

Mexican
Immigrants 23 9 21 24 24 100
1.56 group 34 17 23 14 12 100
1.53 group 32 17 26 12 13 100
U.S.-born 34 25 24 9 8 100

Non-Mexican
NW 36 33 22 5 5 100
NBlk 32 27 25 7 9 100

Source: IPUMS dataset, 2000 census.

the proportion institutionalized in the second generation must be much
lower than 8 percent. Specifically, in both the 1.53 and 1.56 groups of
Mexican Americans, only 1 percent are institutionalized, a lower rate than
among the native whites. It seems most unlikely that the true second gener-
ation could have an 8 percent rate while the 1.53 group has a 1 percent
rate—such a contrast would be far greater than found on any measure on
which I have been able to compare them (see appendix). Clearly the situa-
tion involving the 8 percent institutionalized U.S.-born of Mexican origin
deserves a closer look with better data. Nevertheless, from the 2000 census
we certainly cannot conclude that second-generation Mexican American
men are falling prey to the high rates of institutionalization that typify
young black men.
Institutionalization removes a certain fraction of men from the produc-

tive sector, and reflects earlier harsh social conditions. But in the case of
American black men, there is grim data suggesting that yet other men have
also been removed, possibly by early death. The male-to-female sex ratio is
a good indicator of this phenomenon. Among blacks in the noninstitution-
alized population, the ratio stands at .78. Among all blacks in this age range—
institutionalized and not institutionalized—the sex ratio still amounts to
only .88; in every other group it equals or exceeds 1.00. To put it differ-
ently, among black men, only slightly more than three in four are active in
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Table 3.7 Institutionalized Population by Origin and Birth
Cohort, 2000

A. The 1966 to 1975 Birth Cohort, 25 to 34

Percentage Male to
Institutionalized Female Ratio

Non-
Group Male Female Institutionalized All

Mexican
Immigrants 1 0 1.36 1.36
1.56 group 1 0 1.03 1.04
1.53 group 1 0 1.02 1.03
U.S.-born 8 0 0.96 1.04

Non-Mexican
NW 2 0 0.99 1.01
NBlk 13 1 0.78 0.88

B. Males, 15 to 34

Male to
Female Ratio

Percentage Non-
Group Institutionalized Institutionalized All

Black
25–34 13 0.78 0.88
20–24 13 0.84 0.95
15–19 5 0.98 1.03

U.S.-born with Mexican ancestry
25–34 8 0.96 1.04
20–24 5 1.03 1.09
15–19 3 1.04 1.07

Source: IPUMS dataset, 2000 census.
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the immigrant generation (figure 4.1). Nevertheless, the two earliest SCEN
cohorts clearly fared somewhat less well especially in 1940; the eldest cohort
was then earning 84 percent of the NWNP mean wage. The middle cohort
was then between twenty-five and thirty-four years old, and at that age the
full extent of wage inequalities associated with ethnicity are not yet as visible
as they are among older workers. When they were ten years older, the
middle SCEN cohort members were in fact earning 91 percent of NWNP
wages. The somewhat less favorable position of the earlier cohorts does not
appear to be due to their fathers’ starting positions (see figures 2.2 and 3.3),
but partly to the higher educational handicap they faced compared to the
youngest cohort, and probably also to their having arrived earlier. They
may have had fewer contacts, role models, and information, and may have
faced more prejudice. By the end of their work lives, in any case, in the
favorable conditions of the 1950 to 1960 period, these cohort differences
almost entirely disappeared. The crucial point in all this is that the range
of well-being across SCEN second-generation cohorts and census years is
rather wide, and should be borne in mind in comparing outcomes then
and now. And finally, nearly all of the wage difference between the SCEN
second generation and the NWNP is associated with the fact that SCEN

Figure 4.1 Second-Generation Ethnic Wage Ratios, Men 1940 to 2000
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Source: IPUMS dataset for 2000 census.
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Figure 4.2 Second-Generation Ethnic Wage Inequality Associated with
Education, Men 1940 to 2000
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Source: IPUMS dataset for 2000 census.
Note: Columns show the part of the ethnic wage inequality that is associated with ethnic
differences in education. It is expressed as a proportion of the native-white wage.

today than it did during the decades when the SCEN second generation
were at work. Thus, even the same handicap in educational attainment then
and now would have produced a greater ethnic wage inequality today than
it would have produced in 1950.
Table 4.1 allows us to observe how these two factors, ethnic educational

attainments and the shift in returns to schooling, operated on ethnic wages
in different historical conditions. Specifically, we can observe how each of
the two factors contribute to creating the temporal difference in ethnic
wage ratios for young adult men that we find in comparing 1940 to 2000
and 1950 to 2000. To simplify the presentation, I treat educational attain-
ment more crudely than in most contexts in this study, namely as a single
linear variable, highest grade of schooling completed. The total impact of
this variable upon the ethnic wage inequality, seen in panel A, is 12 log
points in 2000. Another 12.6 log points in the ethnic wage ratio remain
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Disadvantaged (1987) develop arguments of this kind. Such feedback loops
are also relevant to the trajectory of the less-fortunate in the segmented
assimilation hypothesis. Are the Mexican 1.53 group residuals also of the
sort that would lead to feedback loops? The question is important because
the residual wage difference experienced by the Mexican 1.53 group is
about as large as the entire wage difference associated with ethnic educa-
tional differences.
The second-generation SCEN groups generally experienced only small

and residual wage differences from native whites and even these declined
over time (figure 4.3). The important partial exception is the earliest large
SCEN cohort (born between 1896 and 1905), especially in their young
adulthood: they faced a residual wage difference amounting to 7 percent of
NWNP wages in 1940 and 5 percent in 1950. On the other hand, later in
their own careers, even that birth cohort’s residual disappeared—and per-
haps not only because of the great compression in the wage structure, but

Figure 4.3 Unexplained (Residual) Second-Generation Ethnic Wage
Inequality, Men 1940 to 2000
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Source: IPUMS dataset for 2000 census.
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Table 4.1 Educational Attainment, and Returns to Schooling, as Sources
of the Ethnic Wage Inequality, Men 25 to 34 in 1940–1950
and 2000

A. Second-Generation Wage Gap Associated with Education

Product:
Wage Returns a × b:

Difference to a Standard Ethnic-Wage
in Education Deviation of Gap Due to
(in Standard Education Education
Deviation (in Log (in Log
Units) Points) Points)

Group Cohort and Census (a) (b) (c)

1906–1915 cohort in
SCEN 1940 (1) 0.38 15.6 5.9

1916–1925 cohort in
1950 (2) 0.14 9.7 1.4

1966–1975 cohort in
Mexican 1.53 2000 (3) 0.62 19.3 12.0

B. Decomposing the Change in the Ethnic Wage Gap Due to Education

Change in Ethnic
Wage Gap Due
to Education
(in Log Points)

From 1940 From 1950
Sources of Change to 2000 (a) to 2000 (b)

Second-generation education lag in 2000 3.8 4.6
Returns to education in 2000 1.4 1.4
Factors operating jointly 0.9 4.6
Total 6.1 10.6

Source: IPUMS datasets, 1940, 1950, and 2000 censuses.
Notes: Column a, panel A: Measuring grades of schooling completed in 2000 involves some
estimation because higher educational levels were classified by degree, not grade, that year
(see appendix and Mare 1995). Standardized differences in mean years of schooling shown
here are unadjusted for region or metro status. Column b in panel A: The returns to educa-
tion are taken from a model in which logged weekly wages were regressed on grades of
schooling completed, individual age, region and metro status for full-time workers. Columns
a and b in panel B: The decomposition was calculated from panel A as follows (using the
change from 1940 to 2000 as an example). Change due to difference in education = (a3 −
a1) × b1; due to returns = a1 × (b3 − b1); due to interaction: (a3 − a1) × (b3 − b1).
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Table 4.2 Residuals as Percentages of Native-White Wages

Census Year

Group and Birth Cohort 1940 1950 1960 1970 2000

a. Second-generation SCEN
1896–1905 7 5 −1
1906–1915 2 0 −1
1916–1925 1 0

b1. Native blacks
1896–1905 45 32 33
1906–1915 39 29 32 26
1916–1925 28 31 27
1926–1935 31 28
1936–1945 24 15
1946–1955 20
1956–1965 23
1966–1975 17

b2. Native blacks living
outside the South
1896–1905 39 26 26
1906–1915 34 21 24 19
1916–1925 20 25 21
1926–1935 24 22
1936–1945 18 11
1946–1955 18
1956–1965 23
1966–1975 16

c1. Second-generation Mexicans
1916–1925 7 10 4
1926–1935 13 11
1936–1945 11

c2. U.S.-born of Mexican origin
1936–1945 15
1946–1955 16
1956–1965 16
1966–1975 12

c3. Mexican 1.53 group
1956–1965 14
1966–1975 10

Source: IPUMS datasets for 1940 to 1970 and 2000 censuses.
Note: Based on regression of full-time male workers’ wages on region, metro status, age
(continuous var.), and education. In 2000, the census comparisons are to non-Mexican
native whites. In earlier censuses, comparisons are to native-born children of native whites.
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eighteen or older. They first arrived in the United States more recently,
seven to sixteen years before the census.

The contrast between the residence patterns of the two Mexican-born
groups provides a crude but convenient measure of the shifting settlement
patterns. At the same time, the location of the U.S.-born of Mexican origin,
mostly third and later generation, tells us something of older historical pat-
terns of settlement. Finally, residence patterns of all three Mexican-origin
groups can be usefully compared to those of (non-Mexican) native whites.
A majority of all three Mexican subgroups live in the four border

states—Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and California—but the same is true
for only 16 percent of the native whites (table 4.3). No residential contrast
among the Mexican subgroups will be as stark, of course, as the contrast
with the native whites. Still, differences related to time of settlement emerge:
39 percent of the most recent immigrants lived outside the border states,
19 to 25 percent of the other two groups. This trend is probably greatly
facilitated by the presence of substantial Spanish-mother-tongue communi-
ties in many cities outside the Southwest. Once established, the trend is
likely to continue.

Table 4.3 Places of Residence, by Origin: 25 to 34 in 2000

Selected Mexican-Origin Groups

More U.S.-Born
Recent 1.53 of Mexican Native

Residence Immigrants Group Origin Whites

Border states 0.61 0.81 0.75 0.16
All other 0.39 0.19 0.25 0.84

Border states
Arizona and New Mexico 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.02
Texas, non-metro areas 0.02 0.03 0.12 0.02
Texas, metro areas 0.16 0.17 0.19 0.04
California, non-metro areas 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.01
California, metro areas 0.36 0.53 0.33 0.07

Metro area 0.88 0.89 0.72 0.56
Other 0.12 0.11 0.28 0.44

Source: IPUMS dataset for 2000 census.
Note: “More recent immigrants” are Mexican-born who arrived in the United States at age
eighteen or older. For definitions of other groups see appendix table A.4.
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Table 4.4 Weekly Full-Time Earnings, in 2000

Percentage of Native-White Earnings

California MetroNational Sample
Areas

Controls for
Age + Place Controls for Age

Earnings No
(Mean) Controls +Education +Education

Group a b c d e f

55–64 years old
Native whites 879
Mexican immigrants
(Resident in U.S. for
thirty years or more) 504 0.57 0.51

25–34 years old
Native whites 662
Mexican immigrants 399 0.60 0.57 0.75 0.52 0.73
Mexican 1.53 group 520 0.79 0.75 0.87 0.71 0.87
U.S.-born of Mexican
origin 524 0.79 0.77 0.86 0.77 0.90
Native blacks 515 0.78 0.77 0.83 0.75 0.83

Source: IPUMS dataset for 2000 census.
Note: Total earned income regressed on control variables shown: age (individual years; continuous
var.), place of residence (region, metro status, Texas, California, Texas metro area, California metro
area), education (LT high school, grades 9 to 11, grade 12 [no diploma], high school graduate,
some college, college graduate, post-B.A.) ethnicity (as shown + other).

background, the 1.53 group was faring much better, earning 79 percent of
what the average native-white did. They had, in other words, made up
about half the gap (from 60 percent to 79 percent of native-white earnings)
in a generation. Results for the true unmixed second generation in 1998–
2001 CPS data (not shown) are virtually identical.
The average young member of the 1.53 group is earning more than the

immigrant three decades his senior, $520 compared to $504 per week (col-
umn a). To my mind, this evidence indicates considerable advance as the
central tendency of the group. In particular, the means suggest that on
average group members find mid-level jobs that pay better than those their
parents’ generation take—even as fewer than one in ten of this 1.53 group
completed college.
Clearly Mexican 1.53s are a very long way indeed from parity with native
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Table 4.5 Modeling Improvements in Earnings by Origin, Men 25 to 34

Advantages in earnings gained expressed as a proportion of the entire earnings gap
related to education when each group is compared to native whites

U.S.-born
Mexican of Mexican Native
1.53 group origin black

Scenario 1. Each group reaches native-white educational attainments.

1.00 1.00 1.00

Scenario 2. Percentage graduating from high school unchanged, but high school
graduates progress to higher diplomas at native-white rates.

0.35 0.55 0.80

Scenarios 3a–3c. Men in each group complete high school at the native-white rate.

Scenario 3a. None of the new high school graduates progress to higher diplomas.

0.27 0.18 0.08

Scenario 3b. Half of the new high school graduates progress to higher diplomas at
the rates prevalent in their group today.

0.37 0.26 0.12

Scenario 3c. All of the new high school graduates progress to higher diplomas at
the rates prevalent in their group today.

0.48 0.33 0.16

Source: IPUMS dataset for 2000 census.
Note: Scenario 1 shows the total amount of education-related earnings ethnic men would
gain if all educational differences from native whites were erased. It is the dollar value
predicted by the regression results summarized in table 4.4, column d less column c. The
other scenarios express, as proportions of this total, the amount the men in each origin
group would gain from erasing specific (more limited) educational differences from native
whites.

Under the most pessimistic variant, scenario 3a, 27 percent of the total
dollar amount related to the ethnic difference in education would be re-
couped. Thus wiping out the Mexican high school dropout problem would
raise earnings only modestly less than sending all current high school gradu-
ates through college at native-white rates (scenario 2, which erased 35 per-
cent of the total gap). In the two more optimistic scenarios, with some or
all new high school graduates reaping still more economic rewards from
having attended college, the gain from wiping out the Mexican high school
dropout problem exceeds the gain from scenario #2, in which all current
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Table 4.6 Determinants of Full-Time Earnings

Percentage of Native-White
Earnings Controlling For:

Place, Age,
Group Place, Age Education

Men
Mexican 1.53 group 75 87
Native blacks 77 83

Women
Mexican 1.53 gruop 77 92
Native blacks 84 92

Source: IPUMS datasets for 2000 census.

earnings ratios are .77 for men and .84 for women, and with education
taken into account, .83 and .92. As a result of these patterns, the residual
(unexplained) earnings gaps from native whites are about 8 percent of
native-white wages for both Mexican 1.53 and black women, about 13
percent for Mexican 1.53 men and about 17 percent for black men.9

Nevertheless, Mexican-black earnings differences among full-time work-
ers, whether for men or women, can take us only so far. We have looked
at the family and employment differences between these groups (see chapter
3), and their effect on earnings must somehow be taken into account here.
Specifically, among men, substantially smaller proportions of blacks are
working full-time (59 percent versus 70 percent among young adults) and
substantially greater proportions of blacks are not working at all, compared
to Mexicans (20 percent versus 10 percent). Recall, too, that a significant
proportion of black young men are either in institutions or are simply miss-
ing, and some fraction of these are quite possibly dead. Among women, far
more blacks than Mexicans are raising children without a spouse present
(39 percent versus 16 percent), and more blacks than Mexicans are working
full-time (58 percent versus 41 percent). The pressures of needing work to
raise earnings in the absence of spousal income, and being unable to work
because of childrearing requirements, bear down on much higher propor-
tion of black than of Mexican women. We cannot begin to sort out here
the extent to which these black patterns are caused by present-day discrimi-
nation in the labor force, especially against black men, and how much of
past racial discrimination in the workplace, today sustained by cultural pat-
terns of one sort or another. Rather, the point here is that the impact of
low male labor-force attachment, unwed motherhood, and the lopsided sex
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ratio work together to create a distinctive set of economic outcomes among
blacks that the Mexican 1.53 group does not share.
We can begin to gauge these outcomes by focusing on the familiar wage

ratios in a somewhat different way (table 4.7). Shifting attention from full-
time workers to all workers offers no sharply different perspective (row a).
However, we can extend the ratios for all workers in several ways. Row b
expresses these ratios in terms of the wages of native-white men, and be-
cause on average women earn much less then men, all the ratios for women

Table 4.7 Earnings per Person in 2000

Group

Native Mexican Native
Measure Sex Whites 1.53 Group Blacks

a) All workers Men 1.00 0.79 0.74
Women 1.00 0.82 0.90

b) Compared to native-white men Men 1.00 0.79 0.74
Women 0.69 0.57 0.62

c) Adjusted to include non-workers Men 1.00 0.76 0.63
Women 0.61 0.46 0.54

d) Per person flowing into the group
(rows c for men + women)/2 Both 0.81 0.61 0.59
As ratio to native whites Both 1.00 0.75 0.73

e) Earnings in the ethnic-sex subgroup Men 101 78 55
Per 100 women and (100 × the
M/F sex ratio) men Women 61 46 54
Total (per same) Both 162 124 110

Ratio to native whites Both 1.00 0.76 0.68

Source: IPUMS dataset for 2000 census.
Notes: Earnings ratios were derived by regressing earnings on origin group categories with
controls for age (continuous var.), region, metro status, Texas, California, Texas metro area,
California metro area. All figures exclude farmers and unpaid family farm workers. For row
b, the male-to-female wage ratio for native-white workers (.69) was calculated from the
regression model.

Mexican
NW 1.53 NBlk

For row c, proportion working Men 0.94 0.90 0.80
Women 0.83 0.76 0.82

For row e, sex ratio: men per 100 women 1.01 1.03 0.88
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Table 4.8 Determinants of Total Family Income, by Origin

Percent of Native-White
Total Family Income Controlling for:

Place, Age,
Family Type Place, Age, Education,
and Group Place, Age Education Family Structure

Men present
Mexican 1.53 group 87 102 100
Native blacks 72 78 82

Women present
Mexican 1.53 group 80 98 95
Native blacks 57 64 81

Source: IPUMS datasets for 2000 census.

less; all the comparisons control for the usual geographic and age factors.
The first set of figures describe the income of all families in which a young-
adult male lives; the second set includes all families in which a young-adult
female lives. There is obviously huge overlap between the two sets of fami-
lies; moreover no account is taken for the number of earners in each family.
Yet crude though they may be, they are remarkable in reflecting the power
of the family structure variables on black women in particular. In families
with men, the Mexican 1.53 group ends up with 87 percent, and the black
families with 72 percent as much income as the native-white families—per-
haps reflecting, in addition to the factors measured in table 4.7, higher
proportions of black men living in families with fewer other earners than is
true for the Mexican group. But the most striking difference is among fami-
lies with a young-adult woman: the Mexican families end up with 80 per-
cent and the black families with 57 percent as much income as the native
white. Moreover, when the educational attainment of the man or woman,
in families with men or women respectively, is taken into account, the
Mexican group’s family income for both types of families is at virtual parity
with the native-white families, with 98 percent or more of the latter’s in-
come. By contrast, for black families, the educational control reduces the
great gaps by only a few percentage points, leaving the vast majority of the
difference between native-white and black family income unexplained.10

We can now confirm that these remaining differences between blacks
and others are associated with family arrangements. Some simple additional
controls are added to the regression model—whether or not the individual
is married and whether or not he or she has children.11 These factors explain
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Figure A.1 Measures of Wage Inequality, 1940 to 2000
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Source: IPUMS datasets for 1940 to 1970 and 2000 censuses, 1998 to 2001 CPS datasets
and Katz and Autor (1999).
Note: The 90 to 10 ratio, from Katz and Autor is also shown in figure 2.1, in text. The
series “used here” make no deletions for extreme scores and is limited to male workers
twenty-five to sixty-four.

shifts in wage structure showed up in measures that relied on the occupa-
tional wage scale. Included from each census dataset are male nonagricul-
tural employees between twenty-five and sixty-four years of age who re-
ported working more than thirty-nine weeks in the preceding year.2

The series based directly on individual wages at the 90th and 10th per-
centiles reveals the key features that Goldin and Margo (1992) and Goldin
and Katz (2001) discuss—the compression from 1940 to 1950, the slow
rise to 1970, and the sharply increasing inequality by 2000. The series based
directly on individual wages at the limits of the IQR also tracks roughly
the same narrative. The series based on the occupational wage also track
the changes in the wage structure quite well (figure A.2). Ratios based on
occupational wage are less extreme than those based on actual wages in
both the 90 to 10 and the IQR comparison; nevertheless, patterns of com-
pression and decompression show up clearly. In short, the occupational
wage scales, derived from the same source as the individual wages, pass the
first test: they are sensitive enough to reflect the 1940 through 2000 stages
of wage compression and decompression.
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Figure A.2 Adequacy of Occupational Wage in Census Data, 1940 to 2000
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Source: IPUMS datasets for 1940 to 1970 and 2000 censuses.
Note: The 90 to 10 and 75 to 25 wage ratios are each calculated in two ways from the
census data for each year. Individual wage: Calculations are made directly from the wages
individuals reported (these series are identical to those labeled “used here” in figure A.1).
Occupational wage: the ratios are calculated after the occupational wage (the mean wage for
each occupation) was assigned to each worker in a given occupation.

We can therefore turn now to the Preston-Haines scale and ask whether
it also reflects that history faithfully. Specifically, it should show that wage
inequality was substantially more unequal in 1910 than in 1940, because
much of the first compression occurred between those dates, indeed be-
tween 1910 and 1920. And whatever the turbulence of the Great Depres-
sion, the wage structure again reflected the effect of that first great com-
pression by the 1940 census. To emphasize, the ratios involved in all these
tests of the occupational wage, including the test for 1910, are based on all
American workers who meet sex, age, and employment conditions men-
tioned—the tests do not involve classifying workers by ethnic or nativity
characteristics at all. In the 1910 and 1920 datasets there is no way to
restrict the sample by the number of hours worked each week, as I had
restricted the later samples. Consequently, I calculated 1940 results two
ways, with and without the restriction limiting the sample to those working
at least thirty-five hours per week.
The Preston-Haines scale fails the test: far from showing much greater
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inequality in 1910 than in 1940, the 90th to 10th and the 75th to 25th
wage ratios based on the Preston-Haines scale are both lower than the com-
parable ratios for 1940—the 90th to 10th is much lower and the 75th to
25th on that scale is slightly so (figure A.3). To belabor the analytic point,
the problem uncovered here is not the use of an occupational wage scale
per se; such scales did capture expected shifts in wage inequality when the
scales had been constructed from wage information in the census datasets
themselves. Rather, the problem with the Preston-Haines wage scale must
lie in the representativeness of the old survey data from which that wage
scale was constructed.
Why does the scale fail? We know little about the biases in any of the

old surveys on which it rests. The most important of these surveys was an
1899 cost of living study, which focused especially on wage workers in
industrial occupations. The researchers conducting the survey apparently

Figure A.3 Inadequacy of 1910 Occupational Wage Scale
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Source: IPUMS datasets for 1910 and 1940 to 1970 censuses and Preston and Haines (1991,
for P-H scale).
Note: On the 1940 to 1970 b series, see figure A.2. Workers in the b series are restricted to
those working at least thirty-five hours per week; because the 1910 census did not ask about
hours worked per week, the 1940 data are also recalculated (in the a series) without the
restriction for hours.
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Figure A.4 New 1910 to 1920 Occupational Wage Estimates in Context
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Source: IPUMS datasets for 1910 to 1920 and 1940 to 1970.
Note: On the wage ratios for 1940 to 1970, see notes to figure A.2. The new occupational
wage scales for 1910 to 1920 were constructed: w10 = w40 × (w40/w50) where w10, w40,
and w50 are the 1910, 1940, and 1950 occupational wages respectively—the 1950 wages
first having been adjusted downward for inflation since 1940. See note to figure A.3 for
explanation of the a and b series.

these estimates are made, the wage ratios for the high and low earners in
1910 are much more unequal than the comparable ratios in 1940, and that
the 1920 ratios are at about the same level as the 1940 ratios. Of course,
because the 1910 and 1920 occupational scales were constructed to produce
such a result, figure A.4 simply confirms that the ratios are acting as they
were constructed to do.
Applying the ethnic wage scales to the 1910 and 1920 occupational data

produces ethnic wage ratios in the .6 to .7 range, depending on the age
range and census year. I will argue that these ratios are upwardly biased in
ways we can correct. However, first consider how the occupational wage
operates when applied to broad occupational strata of 1910 (figure A.5).
Each stratum is scored in terms of the ratio of mean wage in each stratum
compared to mean wage for unskilled workers, which is set to 100. The
results are shown using the Preston-Haines scale, the 1940 scale, and the
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Figure A.5 Comparing Occupational Wage Scales Applied to 1910 Data
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Source: IPUMS datasets for 1910 census and Preston and Haines (1991, for P-H scale).

new 1910 occupational scale. The difference between the first two is mod-
est, and found only in white-collar occupations. On the other hand, the
new 1910 scale differs from the other two throughout; but the difference
is especially striking for white-collar workers, reflecting the higher returns
for schooling in 1910.

Adjustments for Ethnic Wage Differences
Within Occupation

This method ignores possible ethnic differences in wages within each occu-
pation; to the extent that these systematically favored native whites over the
SCEN, it overstates the ethnic wage ratio that is estimated from the occupa-
tional wage. We cannot measure the impact of all possible ethnic differences
within occupation. There are, however, two sorts of wage differences not
captured adequately with the occupational wage whose true magnitude we
can estimate. We can then adjust the ethnic wage ratio estimated from the
occupational wage for these differences.
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APPENDIX

Table A.1 Ethnic Wage Differences Associated with Region and Metro
Status (in Log Points)

Increase in SCEN Coefficient
When Geographic Controls

Are Added to the
Regression Model

Regressing Regressing
Occupational Individual Difference

Birth Age at Wage Wage in Increase
Census Cohort Census a b c

1910 1876–1885 25–34 −0.01
1846–1855 55–64 −0.01
1846–1885 25–64 −0.01

1920 1856–1895 25–64 −0.01

1940 1886–1895 45–54 −0.02 −0.11 −0.10
1876–1885 55–64 −0.01 −0.09 −0.07

1950 1886–1895 55–64 −0.01 −0.07 −0.06

Source: IPUMS datasets for 1910, 1920, 1940, and 1950 censuses.
Note: Individual wage = wage reported by each individual, 1940 to 1950 censuses. Occu-
pational wage = mean wage reported by all individuals in an occupation (men, 25 to
64). Columns a and b each report the differences in the SCEN coefficient across two
regression models, first controlling only for age (continuous var.) and then for age, metro
status and region.

these questions with direct evidence from 1910, of course, given the absence
of both wage data and educational attainment data from that year, but we
can estimate the answers more fully than it might initially appear.
We begin by showing the impact of literacy on the ethnic wage ratio in

1910, 1920, 1940, and 1950, measured by the occupational wage (table
A.2, column a). The 1940 and 1950 censuses do not in fact include a
literacy question, but we can create a proxy literacy measure by focusing on
the individuals who reported receiving no, one, or two years of schooling.
We thus isolate a group at the bottom of the hierarchy of formal schooling
that covers about the same proportion of the relevant birth cohorts that
reported themselves illiterate in 1910 and 1920.8 Literacy accounts for a
small but clear difference in the ethnic wage ratio based on the occupational
wage in every period and age cohort. Although the literacy measure is weak,
it generally shows greater returns to literacy in earlier compared to later
years for the 1910 to 1950 period.9 Note that this discussion pertains to
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Table A.2 Ethnic Wage Differences Associated with Literacy and Educational Attainment

Decrease in SCEN Coefficient When Educational Controls
Are Added to the Regression Model

Regressing Regressing
Occupational Wage Individual Wage

Control(s) Control(s)
Difference in Decrease

All All All Education Levels:
Age at Literacy Education Levels Education Levels Column d–Column b

Census Birth Cohort Census a b Literacy d e

1910 1876–1885 25–34 −0.03
1866–1875 35–44 −0.05
1856–1865 45–54 −0.07
1846–1855 55–64 −0.08

1920 1886–1895 25–34 −0.02
1876–1885 35–44 −0.04
1876–1885 35–44a −0.04
1866–1875 45–54 −0.06
1856–1865 55–64 −0.08

1940 1886–1895 45–54 −0.03 −0.14 −0.05 −0.19 −0.05
1876–1885 55–64 −0.04 −0.14 −0.06 −0.21 −0.07

1950 1886–1895 55–64 −0.02 −0.07 −0.03 −0.10 −0.03

Source: IPUMS datasets for 1910, 1920, 1940, and 1950 censuses.
Note: See note to table A.1. Columns a to d report the differences in the SCEN coefficient across two regression models, first controlling for age,
metro status, and region and then also controlling for literacy or for educational attainment. In the 1940 and 1950 censuses, the literacy question
was replaced by the question on grades of schooling completed. Men who had completed up to two years of schooling were coded illiterate.
Literacy coefficient (oldest cohort) in successive censuses: .23, .26, .14, and .10.
aIn United States ten years or more.



Table A.3 Estimating Actual Wage Ratios from Occupational Wage Ratios

Estimated Ethnicity Estimate: Wage Ratio That Would Be Observed
Adjustments with Individual-Level Wage Data

Observed Differences
SCEN/NW in Wages

Ratio Geographic Associated Logged Exponentiated
(Occupational Differences with

Age Wage) in Wages Education Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum
Census Cohort a b c d e f g

1910 25–34 −0.317 −0.407 −0.487 0.67 0.61
35–44 −0.418 −0.508 −0.588 0.60 0.56
45–54 −0.420 −0.510 −0.590 0.60 0.55
55–64 −0.437 −0.527 −0.607 0.59 0.54

25–64 −0.406 −0.496 −0.576 0.61 0.56

−.06 to −.10 −.03 to −.07

1920 25–34 −0.189 −0.279 −0.359 0.76 0.70
35–44 −0.274 −0.364 −0.444 0.69 0.64
35–44a −0.245 −0.335 −0.415 0.72 0.66
45–54 −0.278 −0.368 −0.448 0.69 0.64
55–64 −0.268 −0.358 −0.438 0.70 0.65

25–64 −0.254 −0.344 −0.424 0.71 0.65

Source: IPUMS datasets for 1910 to 1920 censuses.
aResident in the United States at least ten years.



ITALIANS THEN, MEXICANS NOW

Table A.4 Origin Group Classifications Used in This Study for 2000 Census Data

Groups Definitions

Mexican-origin groups
Mexican immigrants Mexican immigrants first arriving in the

United States at age six or older
Mexican 1.56 group Mexican born, arrived in the United States at

ages three, four, or five
Mexican 1.53 group Mexican born, arrived in the United States at

ages younger than three

U.S.-born of Mexican origins U.S.-born of Mexican origins (reported in
census ancestry or Hispanic question); sec-
ond or higher generation—CPS data indi-
cates that about 65 percent are third genera-
tion or higher
—includes, but not distinguishable:
i) unmixed (true) second generation
ii) mixed second generation
iii) third or later generation

Non-Mexican-origin groups
Native whites U.S. born; white only reported race; no Mexi-

can origins
Native blacks U.S. born; black racial origins reported; no

Mexican origins

All others All individuals not included elsewhere

Source: Group definitions used in this study are based on census questions on respondent’s
country of birth, age, year of immigration, Hispanic origin, ancestry, and race (Ruggles et
al. 2005).
Note: The 2000 census allowed respondents to report more than one racial origin.

true second generation two ways. First, we focus exclusively on the census,
examining a younger cohort of children, between fourteen and sixteen years
of age. Because children are still found in their families of origin, we can
identify both the 1.53 group and the unmixed true second generation
members. How similar are their family backgrounds? Notable proportions
were living with only one parent—20 percent of the 1.53 group and 29
percent of the true second generation group (table A.7, panel a). Perhaps
single-parent families are less prevalent in the 1.53 and 1.56 subgroup than
in the true second generation because they were more likely to have been
formed before immigration, to have held up a few years, and in some cases
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APPENDIX

Table A.5 Unweighted Sample Sizes in Census and CPS, 1966 to 1975
Birth Cohort

1998–2001

1998–2001

2000 Census CPS General

CPS Detail

Generation
and

Ethnic Group Male Female Male Female Parentage Male Female

Mexican groups
Immigrants 81,472 60,305 2,063 1,765
1.56 group 2,740 2,686}→ 106 107
1.53 group 2,629 2,626
1.53 group,
citizen 1,282 1,531

2nd, nbfp 248 293
U.S. born, 6,623 6,601 1,148 1,385 {2nd, nbmp 165 229
Mexican origins 3rd or more 735 863

Non-Mexican groups
Native white 122,454 123,866 13,057 13,605
Native black 18,812 22,169 1,495 2,073
All other 127,762 131,975 3,273 3,403

Full-time, full-year workers with positive income
Mexican groups
Immigrants 53,308 15,924 1,520 482
1.56 group 1,881 1,286}→ 74 48
1.53 group 1,867 1,264
1.53 group,
citizen 946 794

2nd, nbfp 182 164
U.S. born, 4,493 3,339 804 661 {2nd, nbmp 119 109
Mexican origins 3rd or more 503 388

Non-Mexican groups
Native white 94,138 66,197 9,862 6,859
Native black 10,835 12,151 1,026 1,191
All other 84,597 58,148 2,238 1,459

Source: IPUMS dataset for 2000 census (6 percent sample) and 1998 to 2001 CPS datasets.
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Table A.6 Confidence Intervals Around Proportions: An Example for
Samples of Male Full-Time, Full-Year Workers in the Census
and CPS, 1966 to 1975 Birth Cohort

2000
Mexican Groups Census CPS General CPS Detail

Immigrants 0.00 0.02
1.56 group 0.02}→ 0.11
1.53 group 0.02
1.53 group, citizen 0.03

2nd, nbfp 0.07
U.S. born, 0.01 0.03 {2nd, nbmp 0.08
Mexican origins 3rd or more 0.04

Non-Mexican groups
Native white 0.00 0.01
Native black 0.01 0.03
All other 0.00 0.02

Source: IPUMS dataset for 2000 census (6 percent sample) and 1998 to 2001 CPS datasets.
Note: Confidence intervals were calculated as twice the standard error on an observed pro-
portion of .3 (st er = sqrt(pq/N)). CPS intervals are actually slightly larger due to sample
design (Perlmann 2003a).

to have held up during years when the parents were living in different
countries. In any case, it is useful to view the various comparisons separately
for the single-parent and two-parent households, remembering first that
single-parent households include far more mothers than fathers.16

The 1.53 group’s parents may have completed modestly more schooling
before leaving Mexico than the parents of the true second generation; yet
by comparison with the American labor force, the differences are trivial. All
these parents averaged only seven to eight years of school (table A.7, panel
b). By contrast, the parents differ strikingly in terms of years of residence
in the United States, by six to eight years (panel c). The average age of the
parents of the true second generation is also greater than among the parents
of the 1.53 group (panel d). Yet while the average age difference is just over
two years, the difference in average length of U.S. residence is four to six
years. In other words, the parents of the true second generation generally
came to the United States at a slightly earlier age (confirmed in panel e),
and no doubt were more likely to have come before marriage. Because the
later departure did not result in longer education, we can only wonder who
fared better as immigrants—those who left earlier for the United States or
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Table A.7 Family Background of Mexican-Origin Youth, 14 to 16
in 2000 Census

Youths in
Youths in Mother-
Two-Parent Headed
Families Families

Characteristic Fathers Mothers Mothers

a) Youth with only one parent at home
Percentage

1.56 group 20
1.53 group 20
1.53 group, parent
a U.S. citizen 13
True second generation:
NBFP 29
Mixed second generation:
NBMP n.a.
U.S. born,
Mexican origins 30

b) Parents’ educational attainment (mean for grades of school completed)
1.56 group 7.3 7.0 7.1
1.53 group 7.6 7.4 7.6
1.53 group, one or both parents are
U.S. citizens 8.6 8.3 7.9
True second generation: NBFP 7.3 7.3 7.7
Mixed second generation: NBMP 8.8 10.0 n.a.
U.S. born, Mexican origins 10.0 10.1 10.4

c) Mean years lived in United States
1.56 group 16.0 12.6 13.1
1.53 group 18.3 15.4 15.6
1.53 group, one or both parents are
U.S. citizens 19.2 16.2 17.7
True second generation: NBFP 22.9 21.1 21.9
Mixed second generation: NBMP 22.3 22.7 n.a.
U.S. born, Mexican origins n.a. n.a. n.a.

(Table continues on p. 148.)
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Table A.7 (Continued)

Youths in
Youths in Mother-
Two-Parent Headed
Families Families

Characteristic Fathers Mothers Mothers

d) Mean age of parents
1.56 41.5 39.0 40.3
1.53 group 41.7 38.8 39.3
1.53 group, one or both parents are
U.S. citizens 42.3 39.3 41.4
True second generation: NBFP 43.8 41.1 41.9
Mixed second generation: NBMP 41.6 41.7 n.a.
U.S. born, Mexican origins 43.1 40.8 40.9

e) Mean age of parents’ arrival in the United States
1.56 group 25.5 26.4 27.2
1.53 group 23.4 23.4 23.7
1.53 group, one or both parents are
U.S. citizens 23.1 23.1 23.7
True second generation: NBFP 20.9 20.0 20.0
Mixed second generation: NBMP 19.3 19.0 n.a.
U.S. born, Mexican origins n.a. n.a. n.a.

f) Percentage of parents who do not speak English well
1.56 group 57 70 65
1.53 group 52 67 62
1.53 group, one or both parents are
U.S. citizens 38 57 46
True second generation: NBFP 44 56 49
Mixed second generation: NBMP 15 10 n.a.
U.S. born, Mexican origins n.a. n.a. n.a.

g) Percentage of parents who are not citizens
1.56 group 74 87 82
1.53 group 67 78 72
1.53 group, one or both parents are
U.S. citizens 19 47 n.a.
True second generation: NBFP 60 60 57
Mixed second generation: NBMP 55 42 n.a.
U.S. born, Mexican origins n.a. n.a. n.a.
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Table A.7 (Continued)

Youths in
Youths in Mother-
Two-Parent Headed
Families Families

Characteristic Fathers Mothers Mothers

h) Average total family income (exponentiated from mean of logged income)
1.56 group 31257 17396
1.53 group 33315 16706
1.53 group, one or both parents are
U.S. citizens 37357 21588
True second generation: NBFP 36843 17762
Mixed second generation: NBMP 42481 n.a.
U.S. born, Mexican origins 44358 21305

i) Family well-being expressed as a function of poverty status (100 = poverty line;
501 = top code)
1.56 group 163 118
1.53 group 172 112
1.53 group, one or both parents are
U.S. citizens 195 145
True second generation: NBFP 197 124
Mixed second generation: NBMP 241 n.a.
U.S. born, Mexican origins 249 161

j) Percentage of families that do not own their home
1.56 group 47 68
1.53 group 42 67
1.53 group, one or both parents are
U.S. citizens 32 56
True second generation: NBFP 29 59
Mixed second generation: NBMP 26 n.a.
U.S. born, Mexican origins 27 53

Source: IPUMS dataset for 2000 census.
Note: n.a. = not available.
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Table A.8 2000 Census and CPS 1998 to 2001: Measures for 1966 to 1975 Birth Cohort

Census CPS General
CPS Detail

Characteristic and Origin Generation
Groups Male Female Male Female and Parentage Male Female

a. Mean grades of schooling completed
Mexican groups

Immigrants 8.97 9.22 9.20 9.43
1.56 group 11.40 11.73 }→ 12.26 11.66
1.53 group 11.69 12.18

2nd, NBFP 12.31 12.71
U.S. born, Mexican origins 12.19 12.60 12.50 12.58 {2nd, NBMP 12.66 12.66

3rd or more 12.53 12.51

Non-Mexican groups
Native white 13.54 13.80 13.68 13.86
Native black 12.47 12.92 12.81 13.02
All others 13.31 13.47 13.45 13.62

b. Percentage of full-time workers with positive wage income among all sample members
Mexican groups

Immigrants 66 26 73 26
1.56 group 69 47 }→ 70 41
1.53 group 72 48

2nd, NBFP 73 55
U.S. born, Mexican origins 68 51 70 47 {2nd, NBMP 71 48

3rd or more 68 45



Non-Mexican groups
Native white 77 54 75 51
Native black 58 55 67 58
All other 66 45 68 43

c. Mean of logged weekly wage, for regression work (full-time workers)
Mexican groups

Immigrants 5.99 5.77 5.88 5.69
1.56 group 6.24 6.08 }→ 6.22 5.96
1.53 group 6.25 6.11

2nd, NBFP 6.24 6.15
U.S. born, Mexican origins 6.25 6.12 6.27 6.06 {2nd, NBMP 6.28 6.13

3rd or more 6.28 6.00

Non-Mexican groups
Native white 6.49 6.27 6.49 6.25
Native black 6.24 6.12 6.27 6.04
All other 6.43 6.27 6.38 6.21

Source: IPUMS dataset for 2000 census and 1998 to 2001 CPS datasets.
Note: Census includes institutionalized. The institutionalized comprise non-negligible proportions among the two groups listed below. Census re-
sults for their noninstitutionalized male populations follow.

b. Percentage c. Mean Logged
a. Schooling Full-Time Workers Weekly Wage

U.S. born, Mexican origins 12.29 71 6.26
Native blacks 12.66 63 6.25



Table A.9 Comparisons, Census 1.53 Group (All and Citizens) and CPS True Second Generation

Men Women

1.53 1.53
Second Second

Characteristic All Citizens Generation All Citizens Generation

Unweighted sample size 2,587 1,264 248 2,622 1,530 293
Percentage U.S. citizen among 1.53 group 49 59
Mean years of education 11.70 12.42 12.31 12.18 12.65 12.71

0.08 0.14 0.06 0.11
Percentage high school dropouts 27 19 23 24 18 16

1 3 1 2
Percentage full-time workers with wage data 72 75 73 48 51 55

1 3 1 3

Logged weekly wages of full-time workers regressed on
ethnic categories: ethnic coefficients
No controls −0.24 −0.15 −0.25 −0.16 −0.10 −0.09

0.03 0.05 0.05 0.06
Controlling age, region and metro status −0.26 −0.18 −0.25 −0.23 −0.17 −0.11

0.03 0.05 0.05 0.06
Controlling education also −0.11 −0.07 −0.10 −0.06 −0.03 −0.02

0.03 0.05 0.04 0.05

Source: IPUMS dataset for 2000 census and 1998 to 2001 CPS datasets.
Note: Standard errors in italics. All samples are limited to noninstitutional population.



Table A.10 A Comparison of Educational Attainments for Selected Origin Groups in the 2000 Census and the 1998 to 2001 CPS
(1966 to 1975 Birth Cohort)

2000 Census
as Reported

1998–2001 CPS
2000 Census Adjusted

Ethnic
Origin Group and Percentage Percentage Group Percentage Percentage School Level: Percentage Percentage
Schooling Completed Male Female CPS Only Male Female Added Male Female

Mexican origin
1.56 group

Less than grade twelve 31 27 High school 33 29
Twelfth grade, no diploma 9 7 dropout
High school graduate 28 29 34 34
Some college 25 28 25 28
Four-year college graduate 8 9 8 9
Total 100 100 100 100

1.53 group (proxy) True second
Less than grade twelve 27 22 generation 22 14 High school 29 24
Twelfth grade, no diploma 9 7 1 2 dropout
High school graduate 27 27 38 33 34 32
Some college 27 32 29 38 27 32
Four-year college graduate 9 12 11 13 9 12
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

U.S. born
Less than grade twelve 20 16 17 16 High school 22 18
Twelfth grade, no diploma 7 6 2 2 dropout
High school graduate 33 28 40 35 37 32

(Table continues on p. 158.)



Table A.10 Continued

2000 Census
as Reported

1998–2001 CPS
2000 Census Adjusted

Ethnic
Origin Group and Percentage Percentage Group Percentage Percentage School Level: Percentage Percentage
Schooling Completed Male Female CPS Only Male Female Added Male Female

Some college 29 35 29 33 29 35
Four-year college graduate 11 16 11 13 11 16
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

Not Mexican origin
U.S. born, white

Less than grade twelve 8 6 6 5 High school 9 6
Twelfth grade, no diploma 3 2 1 1 dropout
High school graduate 28 24 32 27 30 26
Some college 32 34 29 32 32 34
Four-year college graduate 30 33 32 34 30 33
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

U.S. born, black
Less than grade twelve 14 11 9 10 High school 16 13
Twelfth grade, no diploma 7 6 1 2 dropout
High school graduate 37 29 45 34 43 33
Some college 30 37 29 37 30 37
Four-year college graduate 12 17 16 17 12 17
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

Source: IPUMS dataset for 2000 census and 1998 to 2001 CPS datasets.



Notes:
a. The adjustment method allocates individuals who chose twelfth grade, no diploma in the census either to high school dropout or to high
school graduate. The method assumes erroneous reporting of the lower level in the census, but not in the CPS, which is conducted by trained
interviewers. The adjustment method uses the following formulas to allocate the twelfth grade, no diploma census responses for each ethnic and
gender subgroup.

allocated to high school dropout = (a + b) × (c/(c + d))
and

allocated to high school graduate = (a + b) × (d/(c + d))
where

a and c = twelfth grade, no diploma in census and CPS respectively
b and d = high school graduate in census and CPS respectively

b. The CPS includes only the noninstitutionalized population. Limiting the census to this population would alter figures shown in the table by
more than 1 percentage point only for men, and only in two groups, as shown.

U.S.-born of Native
Schooling Completed Mexican Origin Black

Less than grade twelve 18 11
Twelfth grade, no diploma 7 7
High school graduate 32 37
Some college 31 32
Four-year college graduate 12 13

100 100

c. Returns to schooling for twelfth grade completers: census versus CPS. The extent to which returns are lower for twelfth grade, no diploma than
for high school graduate are shown below, with greater differences in the CPS. These results are based on a regression of logged weekly earnings
of full-time workers on age (continuous var.), ethnic categories, region, border state, metro status, and seven educational levels. The table shows
the coefficients on twelfth grade, no diploma (high school graduate was the omitted education category).

2000 Census 1998–2001 CPS

Sex Coefficient Standard Error Coefficient Standard Error

Men −0.105 0.006 −0.192 0.040
Women −0.104 0.008 −0.160 0.054
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